SEE NOW
BUY NOW
HOW READY ARE YOU?

FASHION GETS FASTER
Satisfying customers has always been key to retail success, but today – thanks to the Internet, social media
and low prices – those customers are more demanding, more impatient, and more spoilt for choice than
ever before.
We live in an age of instant gratification: online orders are
delivered within hours and social media can keep friends in
contact 24x7. News, which once took days to spread around
the globe, is available to all in near real-time while the latest
fashion trends can be shared among aficionados within
minutes of appearing on the catwalk. Key influencers are also
changing. Instead of magazines and movies, millennials are
more likely to be influenced by vloggers, social media “likes”
and the celebrities they follow: our research suggests that 52%
of 18-24s in the UK obtain their fashion inspiration from social
media. According to one Dutch fashion clothing CEO ”[see
now buy now] is relevant… in particular for younger target
groups, the war is fought out on Instagram.” Shopping is also
seen as a social activity and those same millennials – who can
afford lower-priced products – may be buying fashion items
most weeks and spending their leisure time touring the high
street with friends spotting the latest trends.

52%

of 18-24 year olds from our
UK consumer research use
social media to get their
inspiration for fashion items

It is no longer enough to add new fashion items when the
seasons change. Shoppers expect to see the catwalk styles
for sale on their local high street within days, and what the
celebrity wears today, the fashion follower wants tomorrow.
And not only to wear, but to pose for a selfie dressed in the
latest style to add to their Facebook page – and that gives rise
to another change: constant newness.
As the CEO of a UK value fashion chain said: “Our customers
are buying a dress, buying a blouse, buying a top, posting a
picture of themselves wearing it on a Saturday night out, and
they will not be posting a picture of themselves wearing that
the week after.” So, we enter a world of disposable fashion
which must be on-trend, eye-catching and may only ever be
worn half a dozen times. It means that price is often the key
factor guiding purchasing choice, especially among younger
shoppers.

ABOUT THE RESEARCH
Exploring the “see now buy now” trend involved:
• More than 20 in depth interviews with CEOs or senior
executives of leading global fashion retailers.
• A survey of senior managers from global apparel,
footwear and accessories retailers and brands for
quantitative insights.
• A consumer survey of 2,000 UK shoppers to understand
their fast fashion demands.
• Extensive research by Kurt Salmon, part of Accenture
Strategy, across a number of markets.

HOW THE YOUNG SHOP
Looking at the 18 to 24 age group our research
highlights that:
• More than 40% will browse for fashion in-store or online
once a week or more often.
• More than a third will buy a fashion item at least once
a fortnight with one in eight buying something every
week.
• Having bought a new item, almost 60% of this age
group will wear it within a week, with one in five wearing
it the same day.
• The new garment is likely to have a short life with more
than half in this age group wearing a new item for up to
a year, while 25% will only wear the item for less than six
months before disposing of it.

It is a world of “see now buy now wear now”, and our
extensive research into this market has identified six key areas
that retailers need to address if they are to succeed in this
changing world of fast fashion. These areas are explored more
fully in the following pages.

Fashion gets faster
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BECOME GENUINELY
CUSTOMER-CENTRIC
Satisfying the demand for “see now buy now” requires agility, flexibility and rapid decision making.
Hierarchical business structures developed in an age when fashion could be planned six months to a year
ahead, are too cumbersome for today’s fast-moving world which demands a more responsive approach to
rapid change. Trends must be identified, designs agreed, production implemented and lines ready for sale
in as little time as possible – and that cannot be achieved with departmental silos, legacy technology, or a
lengthy approval process for every decision.
Understanding customers’ needs and preferences has always
been essential in retailing, but in the past, both were largely
predictable: swimwear in summer, warm coats at the start of
winter, and fashion following the trends set on the catwalks
a year previously. Today’s influences are less predictable and
need close monitoring of social media, rapid feedback from
stores, real-time online analytics, and a company culture that
takes a responsive rather than prescriptive approach to both
customers and range planning.

“[We] have one planning
[system] across the [retail]
organisation. Integrated
planning has really helped to
remove the challenges and
divisions from a company with
national brands and private
brands. The entire organisation
has one calendar.”

is never easy, but greater collaboration across the business
with a flatter and more flexible management structure is vital
to speed decision taking.
Making maximum use of modern technology can also help.
Rather than using traditional enterprise systems with rigid
rules and structures, companies are switching to tactical
plug-in/plug-out solutions and cloud-based tools that allow
information – and thus collaborative working – to be accessed
from anywhere. With technology moving as rapidly as it now
is, systems must be scalable, adaptable and future-proof.
As the CEO of a UK luxury fashion brand said: “You need
to think of agile organisations, too, you need to be futureproof: you need to have interfacing, PLM [Product Lifecycle
Management], merchandising ready to go, core systems
working properly... You need this to be flexible… to give
commercial strategic edge.”
Implementing a major IT systems platform which assumes no
change to the operating model for five or ten years, no longer
makes any sense. Who would have imagined a decade ago
that mobile would become such a significant sales channel
or that Twitter would be the prime vehicle for breaking news?
Systems will have to be flexible enough to cope with as yet
unknown sales channels as well as any new forms of social
media which may emerge in the future.

US department store
Employing staff who can empathise with the target customer
base is also important. One UK fashion pureplay “…employs
a lot of [our] customers. They are very close and this helps.”
It is a similar story at a leading UK fashion multi-channel
retailer where “our buyers are in their 20s”, while as the CEO
of another UK fashion brand says: “Our set up is to have the
infrastructure to move forward, we are not traditional... the
average age of the organisation is 26.” Selling successfully
to young professionals clearly means understanding their
mindset – so why not employ them?
Many fast fashion companies have already managed to hone
their supply chains to reduce lead times dramatically, but
further improvement must come from within the organisation
by changing mindset and culture. According to the CEO of a
US department store: “The supply chain cannot… make it
[fast fashion] better. The fix must be found in the culture of
the company and its mindset. It’s about the decision-making –
the ‘who’ and ‘when’.” Changing the culture of an organisation

Become genuinely customer-centric
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BE MUCH MORE
RESPONSIVE, FASTER
Wanting to “see now buy now” can be due to rather more than a need for instant gratification: in the
transient world of fast fashion it also carries the message “buy now – because when it’s gone, it’s gone”.
It is an approach that can help margins with no surplus stocks or a need for markdowns. While all fashion
retailers retain a core of regularly replenished basic or seasonal lines that follow traditional production
cycles of six months or more, excitement comes from trend injection, with fast-moving, short-productionrun styles that capture the mood of the moment.
Limited testing of new lines – either online or in selected
stores – to gauge consumer reaction to proposed fast
fashion offerings is a well-established tactic. Typically, trial
production could be 200 of a line followed by scaling up to
10,000s or more if the item proves popular. This sort of “test
and scale” is used by almost half of the senior managers we
surveyed. It also demands a very rapid sourcing model to
maintain supplies while the line is at the peak of its appeal.
To meet consumer expectations, as our consumer survey
highlighted, fast fashion must be both well priced and of good
quality – and that can make bringing production closer to
home (by using on-shoring or near-shoring) to cut lead-time,
challenging due to higher labour costs.
As we have seen, streamlining organisational structure and
improving decision making can help, but flexible sourcing
strategies are also needed. It is an issue concerning many of
the CEOs we interviewed – not just where speed to market
is concerned, but also in terms of sustainability and ethical
issues as, for example, companies must confirm compliance
with employment regulations.

“We have been able to source
from lower wage countries over
the last 10 years and there have
been savings… there aren't that
many more countries with lower
wage rates. The bigger issue
today is rising cost… We will
have to look for… a way to giving
customers more value rather than
cut cost out of the supply chain.”
Australian fashion chain

DIFFERENTIATED SPEED MODELS

The fast response
to low inventory
of top sellers from
season to season
(product outpaces
expectations)

Test &
Scale

Rapid
Replenishment

A structured,
proactive approach
to new product
innovation

Speed to
Market

A reactive approach
to respond to
in-season trends

Read &
React

Trend
Injection

Rapid design and
development of
on-trend product

Be much more responsive, faster
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Rather than depending on the Far East and air freight,
Turkey and Eastern Europe are becoming preferred sourcing
destinations in Europe, as for this UK fashion CEO: “In
Turkey and Romania we're ordering and getting the goods
in four weeks: the prices aren't that different. Turkey is very
competitive… [and] we have long-term supplier relationships.”
Others mentioned Portugal and Brazil, but low cost UK
production has been known to have its problems.
Balancing higher production costs with the need to reduce
shipping times was cited as a major economic challenge by
63% of the senior managers we surveyed.
As well as near-shoring, production cycles can be cut by
flexible fabric finishing, using dual or multiple sourcing to
spread manufacturing and reduce over-all production time or
– most importantly – maintaining good supplier relations with
key producers to ensure “customer of choice” status so that
orders are given priority.
Rather than work with a large supplier base, several of the
CEOs we interviewed are looking to rationalise the number
of producers they use to develop closer partnerships with a
core group. Significantly, a third of the senior managers we
surveyed also put developing strategic supplier partnerships
as a key factor in improving speed to market. With greater
collaboration and trust, such strategic partnerships can
deliver mutual benefits – pushing work on basic styles to
factories during their down time, for example, or developing
direct ship to store models.

“Previously, it was all about
in-store service, product
and price; now the overall
customer experience,
delivery proposition is
wrapped around this
and that contributes to
the value. You can see
customers working out…
whether the delivery/
price/time offers them
value or not.”
UK department store

GOING THE LAST MILE
While retailers can trim lead-times by faster decision
making and near-shoring, for “see now buy now”
shoppers, the final time challenge often comes in
delivery of online orders. Impatience is a hallmark of the
youngest post-millennials in Generation Z (18-20s) who
typically adopt a "want it and I want it now” approach:
up to one in five would opt for same-day delivery with
a further 13% wanting delivery in less than half a day.
Older millennials (21-37) are slightly more relaxed with
almost a third happy for their orders to arrive the next
day. Rapid fulfilment is a challenge for the high street
where click and collect orders are often only available
next day. Almost two-thirds of senior managers surveyed
expected their cost-to-serve to increase as customers
demand faster fulfilment and more than half of them
(58%) also believe that shoppers are reluctant to pay the
full economic cost of home delivery.

Be much more responsive, faster
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GROW MOBILE CAPABILITIES
The daily lives of millennials – as well as many older shoppers – revolve around their mobile device. It is the
indispensable link to social media, finances, trends, news, entertainment, navigation and much more. It is
also a vital sales channel for retailers: according to UK e-commerce trade organisation, the IMRG mobile
sales increased by 47% year-on-year to December 2016, while in the US, Business Insider predicts that
m-commerce will reach $284billion by 2020, accounting for 45% of the entire US e-commerce market.
Mobile – either smartphone or tablet – is where the “see now
buy now” shoppers get most of their information: where they
spot celebrity trends, catch up on YouTube vloggers, and
place their order for instant delivery. A responsive mobile site
is a must have for any retailer involved in fast fashion – as is an
Instagram presence. Generation Z shoppers (18-24s) are far
more likely than other millennials to take note of the vloggers
and bloggers they follow or respond to social media “likes”
and input from friends – all of which will arrive via the mobile.
Mobile is likely to become even more important in the future
as the post-millennial generations grow into adulthood. As
the CEO of a fast fashion pureplay explained: “Currently 90%
of UK apparel is bought in stores with 10% online. However,
mobile penetration in the younger age brackets, the under
30s, is 40%. This means that online will grow from 10% to 40%
in the next 5-10 years; online means mobile for this age group.
We will see a lot of growth in mobile.”
For any retailer targeting millennials – the greatest consumers
of fast fashion – understanding how this target demographic
wants to engage is essential for success. ASOS does it very
well with 6.5million Facebook followers, 7.4million linked via
Instagram and 1.5million engaging via Twitter. The 4,000
new styles added to its website each week also help, as does
the ASOS app with 10million active users. This high level of
customer engagement has built the company into a global
brand for the '20-something' shopper, with 12.4million active
customers in 240 countries.
Understanding the customer’s preferred social media
activities is the easiest way to increase engagement, gain
insights into developing trends, encourage brand advocacy
and drive revenue.

“The customer expects…
a seamless transaction
between channels – if I
leave something in my
shopping basket on my
laptop, I expect it to be on
the mobile webpage when
I look for it on my phone –
and [they] are increasingly
expecting a 24–36 hour
window from seeing
the product online and
wanting it, to having it.”
UK fashion retailer

CHINA PLAYS GAMES
The Chinese love their mobiles and marketplace Alibaba
knows just how to maximise engagement. It marked
Singles Day (11 November 2016) by live streaming
an eight-hour show featuring over 50 international
brands and allowing shoppers to order items from the
catwalk in real-time. It added virtual reality shopping
trips and gamification, with interactive games such as
“Catch the Clothes” which allowed mobile app users to
“catch” clothes thrown by performers using augmented
reality technology, with the winner receiving the actual
celebrity garment while others were offered the option
of directly purchasing similar items via the phone. By
the end of 2016 estimates suggest that there were 460
million online shoppers in China and two of Alibaba’s
interactive shopping games were downloaded 270
million times.

Grow mobile capabilities
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GET MUCH BETTER AT DATA
AND CUSTOMER ANALYTICS
When it comes to winning at fast fashion, relationship is key. Almost two-thirds of the senior managers
we surveyed put customer engagement at the top of their lists of vital elements for success. High quality,
cited by 58%, was a close second but both were well ahead of pricing or product innovation. Customer
engagement may be important for achieving more “see now buy now” sales, but those sales also deliver
improved customer relationships: 84% of the managers surveyed put the two top business benefits of
successful fast fashion as improved customer engagement and increased sales.
Multi-channel retailers have long cited that a “single view”
of the customer – integrating browsing, shopping patterns
and style preferences – as the Holy Grail of the business: an
idealised dream always just out of reach. However, thanks to
big data and modern analytics it can be possible to obtain
clear insights into customer behaviour, buying trends and
social media interactions to improve individual engagement.
By analysing Twitter feeds, monitoring Facebook likes
and checking Instagram posts of high spending regular
customers, retailers can build a better picture of the trends
likely to be followed by their target customers, as the CEO of
one European fashion chain pointed out: “With social media
and Internet, retailers are able to engage with the customer
wherever it suits her or him. Engagement with the customer
is an ongoing journey – it involves experiences and new offers
and is not a single point of transaction anymore.”

“Consumer data is the biggest
challenge: it is OK for our own
retail stores but for wholesale
we cannot get access to the
consumer data.”
International multi-channel brand

faster. As one German fashion pureplay puts it: “[We] are not
so much a fashion company as an agile retail company. Agile
retail companies use big data analytics to identify consumer
trends, utilise efficient production and distribution systems
and only sell online. The result is products that people want, at
prices they can afford, without having to go to a mall.”
Understanding and engaging with customers to give them
the products that they see and want to buy now encourages
brand loyalty, reduces markdowns and improves margins.

INVESTING IN TECHNOLOGY
Three-quarters of the senior managers we surveyed
already use analytics with the remaining quarter
planning to invest in business intelligence systems
within the next three years. 65% of fashion retailers are
either using or planning to implement product lifecycle
management (PLM). Although only 6% of our survey are
using high definition (HD) merchandising almost half
expect to introduce this technology in the near future.
Use of HD merchandising can typically increase sales by
up to 5% and stock turns by 20%.

INVESTMENTS PLANNED IN THE NEXT
3 YEARS TO SUPPORT FAST FASHION
HD merchandising

Product data helps too: not just sales data with predictive
analytics helping to identify potential top sellers early in the
lifecycle, but using high definition merchandising tools and
incorporating crowdsourced product feedback can give a
better understanding of customer needs – their input can
also help: “Engage customers in the [product development]
process,” advised the CEO of a US department store, “by
providing an opportunity [for them] to weigh-in on designs
prior to manufacturing through social media, analytics etc.”
Combine these big data insights with strategic supplier
relationships and the right products can hit the shelves even

3D design
Data governance
PLM
ERP
Analytics/BI
0%

20%

40%

Use today

60%

80%

100%

Plan to invest

Get much better at data and customer analytics
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RE-THINK THE ROLE
AND FORMAT OF STORES
For the majority of consumers, the store is still the most popular place to shop. As well as buying their fast
fashions there, stores have a social role where consumers can shop and browse with friends. They can
also offer interesting experiences and entertainment and provide the “warehouse” from where the online
customer can collect their orders. For the retailer, every store is a brand showcase, allowing fashions to be
displayed to best advantage, and providing a useful test bed for new merchandise.
For younger millennials, the picture is slightly different: as one
German pureplay CEO said “kids don’t like them”. For the 18 to 24s
social media, friends and retailers’ e-newsletters are more important
sources for style inspiration than store displays, and they are just as
likely to buy online as visit a shop.

predicted: “It is no longer good enough to just open a shop – [you]
have to reinvent the shopping experience to make the store an
attractive channel: drive for newness, maintaining margin, have to
buy it today, theatre excitement, fear of missing out – [it all] lends
itself to the future role of the shop.”

Among the senior managers surveyed, around half of those with a
high-street presence believed that “see now buy now” drives online
sales. Looking at the survey sample as a whole, more than a third
(37%) believed that “see now buy now” also increased mobile sales –
which possibly reflects the preferences of younger trend shoppers.

New ways of measuring the performance of store teams are also
needed. With the typical customer journey crossing many channels,
the place where the sale actually occurs is no longer a valid metric.
Store teams are now brand ambassadors involved in customer
engagement and online fulfilment rather than purely focusing on
closing the sale.

With online sales for many multi-channel retailers up to 30% or
more, sales in some branches can fall to levels which impact
profitability. As the CEO of one UK fashion chain reported: “One
competitor told me that 100 of their stores have gone from being in
the black to being in the red in two years as a consequence of the
growth of online and the deterioration of store sales densities and
they are now looking to close those stores at the earliest possible
opportunity.”
New operating models are thus needed to drive both footfall
and revenue for high street outlets. Use of click and collect has
increased dramatically in the past few years; it does not only
increase traffic in struggling stores, but also converts returned
online purchases into exchanges instead. Click and collect is
becoming big business – one UK fashion CEO reported a “34% uplift
on collect from store… we get 500-1,000 parcels delivered to our
flagship store per day.”
In the long term, stores may have to provide something even more
in the form of additional services that cannot be accessed online
– such as customer pampering or entertainment – to encourage
shoppers to enter. As one of our UK department store CEOs

Today’s consumers have plenty of ways to spend their disposable
income – experiences, travel, technology, eating out – and the total
amount spent on fashion is not growing. Stores need to create
new and enhanced experiences, premium service levels, and an
enjoyable ambience if they are to persuade millennials to cross the
threshold.

“Stores are going to be like little
DCs too... they are going to be
24/7 to see stock and fulfil an
order... we will materialise on
extra opportunities.”
International luxury clothing retailer

THE STORE IS NO LONGER ‘JUST’ A PLACE TO COMPLETE A PURCHASE…
Personal interaction
with customers provides
invaluable feedback that
retailers are less likely to
receive online

Stores allow customers to
experience the brand they
see online in 360° – the store
is there to inspire, entertain
and engage

A test bed for
new products
and services

Showcasing
the brand

From ‘click and collect’
to ‘ship from store’,
stores are stock centres
for all channels

Buy online,
ship from
store

Customer sales,
optimising and
upselling

Personal interactions can
increase conversions and
basket size – an engaged
customer is more than 15%
likely to purchase

Retail-tainment

Creating loyalty
and forging
relationships

Fashion shows, grooming
bars, styling demos,
coffee shops and
entertainment to encourage
footfall and stickiness

The cost of keeping an
existing customer is around
90% lower than the cost of
acquiring a new one
Re-think the role and format of stores
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FOCUS ON
SUSTAINABILITY
While consumers may relish today’s choice of shopping channels, they represent growing challenges for
traditional retailers. Not only does online shopping provide access to a global marketplace but buying
options are also increasing. As one UK pureplay said: “There are a lot of other things that people are
spending money on – eating out more than they used to and spending more on technology. The total cake
isn’t growing but what is happening is more is being done online so there is cannibalisation and this will
continue.”
The essentials for Internet pureplays are relatively
straightforward with websites, warehouses and good dispatch
facilities, but for the multi-channel retailer the operating costs
of stores, sales staff and services sit uncomfortably with the
expense of home delivery and free returns, while the cost of
operating in several channels, for little if any increase in total
sales, strains resources even further.

understanding what is happening is accuracy rather than
quickness: you need to grab the right information from
customers to deliver the right stuff… Customers are expecting
to have the best quality, delivery, product and service… in
the least time possible. This is a change in mentality… a huge
change in trends of the market.”

“The generation we’re
selling to does want us to
do the right thing. If we
were found to be doing
something wrong it would
be very negative. The
younger generation don't
want to be seen to be
exploiting child labour.”

If retailers are worried about cost, then many of their younger
customers are equally concerned about sustainability. The
concept of “disposable” fast fashion sits uncomfortably
with the dominant concerns of Generation Z about the
environment, climate change, and limited resources. Given
the current need to demonstrate good corporate social
responsibility, many of the CEOs we interviewed also raised
the sustainability issue. As one UK fashion retailer said: “There
is a conflict between fast fashion and sustainability. On the
one hand… there is this appetite for immediate fulfilment, but
at the same time, this is a very quality conscious generation;
these shoppers believe in sustainability, that zero waste
should go to landfill, more than any previous generation.”

UK fashion retailer
Few retailers have undertaken detailed cost analyses of the
customer proposition: how much does free delivery impact
margin? Or what is the effect of consumer over-ordering and
returns on stock availability and ultimate markdowns? Return
on investment is still the key metric for many, but assessing
the true cost to serve to obtain an accurate ROI figure is not
always easy.
Increasingly retailers are setting minimum order values for free
delivery and many younger shoppers, embracing “see now
buy now”, are willing to pay over the odds for rapid dispatch:
their buying decisions are often impulsive and last minute so
that new outfit really has to be delivered within hours.
Understanding precisely what your customer wants, how
much they want it and how much they are willing to pay
to get it is key: if the product is wrong then no matter how
rapidly the customer can “buy now” it is not going to sell.
As one International fashion retail said: “The key word to

Achieving that accuracy needs good forecasting, an
understanding of price elasticity and transparent costs, if
margins are to be maintained.

Half of the senior managers we surveyed were exploring such
tactics as extending the product lifecycle, using recycled
materials or facilitating clothes swapping. Some retailers have
already adopted such tactics: Marks & Spencer already has
its “shwopping” recycling scheme with Oxfam, while H&M has
“Conscious” to deliver sustainable products. The consumers
we surveyed clearly agree, in theory at least – around 60%

“We have a disposable
culture towards fashion.
Technology of garments
is such that you can buy
relatively cheaply and it’s
your prerogative to only
wear them a few times.”
UK pureplay fashion retailer

Focus on sustainability
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of them said they take their unwanted fashion and footwear
to charity shops; however, only 1% of them admitted buying
clothing there.
Adopting an ethical and sustainable approach may be
even more important in the future – with one of our CEOs
suggesting enforcement may be the result if the industry
does not self-regulate: “In the future we need to think about
the sustainability concept… I think [fashion] is going to be
regulated like other sectors – such as energy and food.
Regulation is about quality, waste and recyclability… and
human conditions, labour conditions in the supply chain. This
is a very important point for retailers also to be aware of.”
Whatever the future for fashion holds, we can be sure that fast
will become even faster and costs will be more challenging.

IN CONCLUSION…
"See now buy now” is here to stay. The trends we are seeing among today's digital savvy generations are likely to
continue: there is no reason to believe that today’s children, who have clutched smartphones in their prams, will behave
any differently. They will be wedded to their mobiles, demand the same levels of instant gratification and possess the
same preoccupation with image and social media as today’s fast fashion buyers.
Servicing this demanding market successfully will require rapid decision making, flexible technology, strategic
partnerships with suppliers, excellent customer engagement, and a presence in as many channels as those target
customers choose to visit.
Above all, this model needs to allow for “agility”, so that businesses can remain responsive: the pace of change is not
about to slow down.
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